
 LP Carts LP grill heads all come complete with a certified 16” hose and LP regulator to be used with a TYPE I propane cylinder.  

 NG Carts  All “A” series NC base kits include a 12’ AGA approved hose kit that is sold separately for the Legacy Series. We strongly  
  recommend a high volume natural gas hose kit (our part #GPT100485) when purchasing a BIG SUR cart.

 Stainless Steel Side Shelf  Two side shelf kits included with every Legacy Grill cart and A40 head.  One shelf kit included with every A30 head.

To prove PGS is the finest... Grill Us!



PGS: The Ultimate Outdoor Gas Grill

Performance Grilling Systems are Hot! Here’s Why:

Outdoor dining and entertaining. Everyone loves the 

idea of the backyard barbeque. Everything from burgers 

and shrimp to corn on the cob, or a grilled gourmet 

feast of lobster and filet mignon done perfectly!

There’s nothing better than cooking a delicious meal 

in the great outdoors, especially on a high-quality 

gourmet designed gas grill. Agreed! As long as it 

performs like a pro and is easy for anyone to use,

like a PGS outdoor gas grill.

We have spent our entire careers in the gas grill 

industry. From design to manufacturing…

we have been part of it. Over the years 

PGS has used this experience to 

produce an easy to operate, 

safe, functionally elegant, 

unparalleled line of grills that 

provide the outdoor chef with 

the ultimate in performance, flexibility 

and durability.

Prepare to switch from the mess, hassle 

and guess work of charcoal, and the short life 

span of most gas grills sold today, to the total pleasure

of cooking with the ultimate gas grill.

How do PGS gas grills compare with the others?

With materials and construction, functional design and 

meticulous craftsmanship surpassed by none, PGS grills 

are tough enough to withstand the rigors of living 

outdoors. Easy enough for a novice to use without 

ever attending cooking school, while also being plenty 

flexible for a seasoned veteran of backyard barbequing 

who is clever enough to grill, smoke, bake, warm, 

sauté and rotiss on command.

Because we believe everyone 

deserves to end up with the 

most tender of steaks (or 

chicken, fish or veggies) 

we’ve taken a few tough 

“grillings” from our prospective 

customers and discovered that 

in terms of quality, durability and 

performance, PGS grills now rate as the 

“ultimate outdoor cooking machine” in many 

backyards across the country.

PGS is committed to making sure you will be 

grilling for many seasons to come with the PGS grill 

that fits your patio. It’s part of our “no compromise” 

approach to the products we design and manufacture, 

the support of our full service dealer network, and our 

extraordinary warranty program.

So grab your barbeque fork, put on your favorite 

grilling apron, and let us introduce you to the PGS 

premium-quality gas grill that will suit your taste to 

perfection.

In other words… GIVE US A SERIOUS GRILLING!

The PGS Stainless Steel Burner System and Controls 

turn up the heat with quality and flexibility for infinite 

control so you can sear, sauté or simmer at just the 

correct temperature.

PGS cooking grids are crafted of commercial-quality, 

grade 304 stainless steel and our Vari Grid (variable 

spacing on our cooking area) offers unequaled 

flexibility and durability.

The exclusive, continuous spark “Sure Start” ignition 

system lights the grill quickly, easily and safely.

PGS uses rugged, corrosion-resistant materials on our 

Legacy Series (all stainless steel grills) and our premium 

quality A Series (aluminum grills) that are engineered 

to last.

The PGS Warranty is one of the most comprehensive 

in the industry and includes ”lifetime” coverage on grill 

housings, exterior stainless components, cooking grids 

and warming racks.
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We were there when the gas grill was invented… 

and have spent our careers in the industry.

The Legacy Series of “ultimate outdoor cooking 

machines” is just that, a Legacy to all that we 

have learned in the nearly fifty years since 

the gas grill was created. The latest addition 

to our extraordinary line of “ultimate outdoor 

cooking machines” happens to be the largest, 

and most full-featured grill PGS has ever 

made… The BIG SUR. We believe 

that it also happens to be the finest 

gas grill ever produced. 

The BIG SUR has a full 48” width of meat 

searing cooking grids. Four main grill burners 

allow you to cook up a storm for the “party of

the century”, but also allow you the flexibility

to light up just a portion of the grill when it is

just your family gathered, for what will be 

remembered as the best meal ever.

The BIG SUR comes complete with a 

commercial grade infrared rear burner for the

perfect prime ribs, game hens, pork roasts or

turkey’s cooked to slow and juicy perfection on

our extreme heavy-duty rotisserie kit. 
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Legacy Series

BIG SUR on portable cart with optional beverage center

Head - Model #S48R
Cart - Model #S48CART
Beverage Center - Model #SBCP

BIG SUR  in 
masonry enclosure 
with professional 
doors, beverage center 
and 2 drawer set

Head - Model #S48R
Doors - Model # MDS-L39
Beverage Center - Model #SBCM 
Drawers - Model #M2DS



One of the unique options offered by PGS is our Infrared Main Burner that 

can replace our standard burner assemblies. Talk about HOT… double the 

temperature that you cook with to quickly sear steaks, chops, vegetables or even 

ahi tuna. Versatility that will have even the most seasoned chef’s discovering their 

PGS grill renders any indoor kitchen to a “backup” position.

BIG SUR  on cart with 
optional beverage center

Shown in right-hand burner port
Hi Output Infrared Burner - Model #IRB09

Mount your BIG SUR on our Series 

304 stainless steel cart, which features

a compartment for storing all of your 

grilling tools, two drawers for spices or 

your favorite grill aprons, and even a pull 

out drawer for a propane cylinder (or 

easy access to your natural gas hose kit). 

Our BIG SUR is also designed to mount 

directly into a masonry island without

the need of additional mounting kits.
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Legacy Series

Head - Model #S48R
Cart - Model #S48CART
Beverage Center - Model #SBCP



The 36” Pacifica Grill offers the ultimate in an outdoor cooking 

appliance. Three commercial grade stainless burners and an 

optional infrared rotis burner (standard in the Pacifica Gourmet) 

allow you to cook for two or twenty-two without missing a beat. 

Flare Guard rock grates and ceramic rocks ensure even cooking 

with just the right amount of smoke to enhance the flavor of 

whatever you are cooking! Options include an infrared rear 

burner to ensure perfect rotissering every time; side 

beverage center to hold iced drinks, side burner kit 

to wok, boil, or fry, and an infrared lower burner 

that will allow you to quick sear and serve the best 

steaks EVER!

The BIG SUR, Pacifica, and Newport Grills feature all 

stainless steel cooking grids with Vari Grid spacing, and the 

extra-large, “keep-warm” warming racks provide ample 

auxiliary cooking space. They also feature electronic ignition 

for easy lighting and porcelain ceramic rock for minimal 

flare-up and even heat distribution. 

Like the entire Legacy Series, the 27” Newport Grill can

be mounted in a masonry enclosure or on a stainless 

steel portable cart. The Newport Grill is 

available with an infrared rear burner 

to create the Newport Gourmet Series 

grill. Optional accessories include the world’s finest 

gas grill cover, a commercial grade beverage holder, 

a high output side burner kit, a heavy-duty rotisserie 

kit, even a commercial grade griddle for Sunday 

morning pancakes and eggs, or peppers and onions 

for your annual Octoberfest party.

Our commercial grade
side burner does it all –

from keeping a sauce warm,
to corn on the cob, even wok 

cooking outdoors

Newport on cart
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Legacy Series

Head - Model #S36R
Cart - Model #S36CART
Side Burner - Model #SBKL

Pacifica Gourmet
on cart with 
optional side burner

Head - Model #S27
Cart - Model #S27-CART

Wok - Model #WOK
Wok Ring - Model #WOK RING



Pacifica Gourmet shown 
in a masonry island with 
small masonry Beverage 
Center and Professional 
Series masonry door set

Pacifica Gourmet on cart

All Legacy Grills Include:
• 25,000 BTU input per Main Burner (up to 100,000 btu’s)

• “Sure Start” continuous spark electronic ignition

• 304 series commercial grade stainless variably spaced cooking grids

• Commercial grade stainless rock grates

• Heavy duty “Enterprise” gas burner with lifetime warranty

• Ceramic rock for even heat and perfect smoke control

Standard on our BIG SUR and available on our Gourmet Series in     

both the Pacifica and Newport Series are all the above features PLUS:

 • A 14,000 BTU infrared burner for perfect rotisserie meals

 • Heavy duty motor, spit rods and meat forks, even a counter

    balance to turn up to a 15 pounder

All PGS Legacy Series grills can be mounted on 

our stainless steel cart or in a masonry enclosure, 

and are available in natural gas or propane.
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Legacy Series

Head - Model #S36R
Cart - Model #S36CART

Head - Model #S36R
Doors - Model #MDS-L30
Small Beverage Center 
Masonry - Model #SBCM

Always specify LP (Low Propane) or Natural Gas



 Does your dream backyard include a beautiful gas grill 

mounted in a masonry island? If so, PGS has one of the 

most complete offerings for you! Our grills are designed to

be dropped right into a masonry enclosure without additional 

angle brackets or mounting kits. And talk about options...

• Beverage Centers in both 12” and 27”

 widths… with a little ice, keep beverages, 

condiments and food cold even in the 

middle of summer

• Side Burner Kit powered by an 

infrared burner can boil water for corn 

on the cob, heat up a WOK for stir fry, or 

simmer a delicate sauce for basting

• Access door kits in three sizes and two 

styles to choose from, all stainless steel 

designed specifically to compliment our 

grills

•  Two drawer stainless set to complete

 your “ultimate masonry island cooking 

center”

Newport grill with 
Professsional door kit

Legacy Series Masonry Cut Out Dimension W D H

Newport/Newport Gourmet Head 28” 23” 9-1/2”

Pacifica/Pacifica Gourmet Head 36-1/2” 23” 9-1/2”

BIG SUR Gourmet Head 49” 23” 9-1/2”

Side Burner Kit (SBKLMS) 12-1/2” 18-1/2” 9”

Small Beverage Center  12-1/2” 18-1/2” 9”

Large Beverage Center 28” 23” 9-1/2”

Professional Door Kit(30”) 28-1/4”  19-3/8”

Professional Door Kit (39”) 38”  19-3/8”

Deluxe Door Kit 27-1/2”  16-3/4”

2 Drawer Masonry Set 14”  20”

Shown is the Pacifica Gourmet grill with our masonry side burner
kit, a set of our professional doors, 27” beverage center and two 
drawer set for masonry enclosures
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Legacy Masonry

Unlike other manufacturers, when we say our 

grills are 27”, 36” or 48”, this represents the 

true width of the PGS cooking surface.

Head - Model #S27
Doors - Model #MDS-L30

Head - Model #S36R
Doors - Model #MDS-L30

Side Burner - Model #DSBKLMS
Drawers - Model #M2DS

Large Beverage Center - 
Model #LBC 



Whether you’ve already designed the perfect patio setting for your 

new “ultimate outdoor cooking machine” or are planning to put one 

of our beautiful grills on a patio cart or install in a masonry island, it’ll

look great. Whatever you’re roasting, grilling, smoking, or sautéing,

you’ll cook like a pro. Turn on only one burner and cook for a few

or both burners and invite the whole gang.

The Ultimate in Flexibility and Durability

• Widest variety of mounting options in the outdoor grill industry

• High output stainless burners for fast heat and controlled 

temperatures

• Complete line of natural gas or propane mounts; portable, 

permanent, and built-in… YOU DECIDE what best suits your patio

• Full line of accessories to complete your patio kitchen
Our Performance Grilling System is an industry exclusive

• Flare Guard porcelain on steel grates for maximizing 

cooking control, even heat distribution and minimum 

flare-ups

• Commercial grade stainless steel cooking grids and 

warming racks, guaranteed for the life of the product

• “Moon Rok” ceramic radiant briquettes create even heat 

distribution, simply flip to self-clean

• High output commercial grade 304 stainless burners

• “Sure Start” continuous spark electronic ignition for fast 

and safe lighting electronic ignition

  Our Model A30 is just right for grilling enthusiasts with 

smaller patios and incorporates the same great quality, 

features and mounting options as our A40, simply smaller.

The Ultimate in Performance
When it comes to lighting up the grill for yet one more 

delicious outdoor dining experience, it’s always reassuring

to know you are cooking on the highest quality aluminum 

grill made… PGS A Series.

• The unique PGS Performance Grilling System:

 Finest quality components are integrated in a way

 that will maximize your cooking control, flexibility

 and performance

Model A-40 on Stainless
Pedestal and Mobile Base
(Available in LP or NG) 

with standard 2 Shelf Kit

A Series
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New Feature... Solid Rubber Wheels and 
Casters on Portable Bases for easy portability ®C           US

Head - Model #A40
Pedestal - Model #AS-PED

Base - Model #ALC or  
ANC depending on gas type



A Series
A40 Features Include:

• 434 square inches of grilling area

• Stainless steel cooking grids

• 178 square inches of stainless steel warming rack

• Stainless Steel “H” burner

• Solid permanent mold aluminum housing and bases

• “Sure Start” electronic ignition

• Kiln fired ceramic “Moon Rok” for even heat

• The industries most extensive warranty

Model A-30 Grill
on Aluminum Pedestal 
and Patio Base

Model A-30 Grill on 
Aluminum Permanent Post
(Available in LP or NG)

Model A-30 Grill
on MPB Base

A30 Features Include:

• 30,000 BTU input

• “Sure Start” electronic ignition

• 330 square inch cooking area

• Stainless steel cooking grids

• 121 square inch stainless steel warming rack

• 304 stainless dual controlled “H” burner

• World’s finest, most durable permanent mold aluminum casting

• Kiln fired ceramic “Moon Rok” for even heat
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A-30 comes standard
with one shelf kit

Head - Model #A30
Pedestal - Model #AB-PED
Base - Model #ANB

Head - Model #A30
Base - Model #AMPB

Head - Model #A30
Base - Model #APP

Model A-30 Grill on 
Stainless (or Black) Pedestal

and Portable Base with solid 
rubber wheels and casters

Head - Model #A30
Pedestal - Model #AS-PED

Base - Model #ALC or ANC 
depending on gas type



MASONRY DOOR KITS

Doors to complete your masonry island…

we have two different styles and three 

different sizes. Our professional doors feature 

commercial handles and hinge system. Our 

Deluxe doors are an elegant design and are 

all stainless steel.

Want the perfect accessory to compliment your PGS Gas 

Grill? PGS has got it with our new Beverage Centers. 

Why settle for a make shift cooler filled with ice when 

you entertain, when you can finish your “Great American 

Outdoor Cook Out” with a PGS Beverage Center. 

Want your beverage bar to be portable? Or are you building 

an outdoor kitchen to house your beautiful new PGS grill… 

NO PROBLEM, we have two different styles and two different 

sizes of beverage centers for you to choose from; our small 

Beverage Center and our full 27” Beverage Center. All include 

a bottle opener, towel holder, and a drain system for easy 

clean up when the party is over.

TWO DRAWER MASONRY SET 

The perfect addition to your 

built-in grill. Store all the

“tools of the trade” to create

the perfect meal within these 

commercial grade beauties.

Large Beverage
Center on S27 Cart

MDS Professional 39

MDS Professional 30

Small Beverage Center model is also available

to attach to Newport, Pacifica or BIG SUR carts.
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Beverage Centers and More...

Small Beverage Center Masonry - Model #SBCM
Two Drawer Set - Model #M2DS

Large Beverage Center -
Model #LBC
Fits Cart - Model #S27CART

      Model #MDS-L39

Model #MDS-L30

Shown is our 27” Beverage Center in a Masonry Island
Large Beverage Center - Model #LBC



Grilling steaks, chicken and burgers is only the beginning of what you will be able to prepare on your PGS grill. We have a

full assortment of accessories to extend your grill and make it the most versatile cooking appliance you have ever owned. 

ROTISSERIE KITS
Four rotisserie kits to choose from; our RK48 and RK4 
sets feature our “Super Rotis Motor”, our RKS27 is used 
with our Newport and Newport Gourmet grills, and our 
RK3 is designed for use with any of our K Series grills.

WOK
From stir fry to french fries… nothing cooks like our 
commercial grade stainless steel WOK. Comes with a 
heavy-duty handle and lid. Model #WOK

GRILL COVERS
We offer grill covers in a new high temperature material 
that allows you to cover you grill just a few moments 
after turning it off, or a heavy-duty vinyl if you prefer.

SHISH KEBAB
Next party, host a “create your own” shish kebab party. 
PGS has a set of six long handled shish kebab to make 
it happen. Model #SHISH

CADDIE
Need just a little more room to hold your favorite sauce 
or a cold soda while you are grilling… our caddie is the 
perfect solution for use with our pedestal mounted K30 
or K40’s. Caddies are also available to attach to your 
Legacy portable cart doors. Model #CADDIE

SIDE BURNER KIT
Our side burner is powered by an “Infrared” burner 
which will allow you to have a great indoor range 
type burner right next to where you are grilling… 
which will allow you to keep an eye on the entire 
meal and keep all the heat and mess outdoors.
Also available in dual, sealed top burners for 
masonry applications.

GRIDDLE
What could be more fun than Sunday morning 
pancakes, eggs and bacon done on the grill?
Our professional grade griddle makes it a snap.
Model #GRIDDLE

“MOON ROK”
Every month we recommend flipping over your grill 
rock to burn off the dirty side and drip on the clean 
side… if yours are beyond help, we recommend our
all ceramic “Moon Rok”. Works great on any gas grill.
Model #MR56 and MR84

WOOD CHIP/STEAM TRAY
Love to cook with exotic wood chips for wonderful 
smokey flavors? Our Legacy Wood Chip Tray is 
designed for our Newport, Pacifica or BIG SUR grill 
heads and fits just below the cooking grids. It comes 
with a neat tool that allows you to add wood chips 
even when the cooking grids are hot. Tray also can 
hold liquid so grab a good chardoney and steam away.
Model #CHIP/STEAM

INFRARED LOWER BURNER
Replaces any standard lower burner in your Legacy 
Grill. Perfect for searing steaks, chops, and quick 
cooking vegetables.
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Model #SBKL

Model #IRB09



PGS Model A30 A40 Newport & Newport Gourmet Pacifica & Pacifica Gourmet BIG SUR Gourmet

Primary Grids (sq in) 330 434 540 720 960

Warming Area (sq in) 121 178 200 260 336

BTU Input 30,000 40,000 50,000 Main 75,000 Main 100,000 Main

Rear Burner Input   +14,000 S27R +14,000 S36R +14,000 Rear

Burners Twin H Twin H (2) Enterprise (3) Enterprise (4) Enterprise

Infrared Rotis Burner N/A N/A IN S27R IN S36R IN S48R

Infrared Side Burner N/A N/A Optional Optional Optional

Cooking Grids (2) 4/16”SS (2) 5/16”SS SS Vari Grid SS Vari Grid SS Vari Grid

Rock Grate Porcelan on Steel Porcelan on Steel Twin 304 SS Three 304 SS Four 304 SS

Ignition System Electronic Electronic Electronic Electronic Electronic

Auxiliary Lighting Match Match Lighting Tube Lighting Tube Lighting Tube

Briquettes Ceramic Ceramic Ceramic Ceramic Ceramic

Masonry Application N/A MES Included Included Included

In Ground Post 48PP 48PP N/A N/A N/A

SS Cart S Ped + Base S Ped + Base S27 Cart S36 Cart S48 Cart

Black Cart B Ped + Base B Ped + Base N/A N/A N/A

 

A “No Compromise Grill” Should Have A “No Compromise Warranty”
PGS offers one of the most comprehensive warranties in the premium gas grill business. Our products are sold exclusively 

through independent dealers and distributors. Our warranty applies to residential installations only. Please see our PGS Owner’s 

Manual for additional details. We do not support or authorize internet sales of PGS grills.

 LP Carts LP grill heads all come complete with a certified 16” hose and LP regulator to be used with a TYPE I propane cylinder.  

 NG Carts  All “A” series NC base kits include a 12’ AGA approved hose kit that is sold separately for the Legacy Series. We strongly  
  recommend a high volume natural gas hose kit (our part #GPT100485) when purchasing a BIG SUR cart.

 Stainless Steel Side Shelf  Two side shelf kits included with every Legacy Grill cart and A40 head.  One shelf kit included with every A30 head.

LIFETIME on aluminum castings, stainless steel cooking grids,  
warming rack, stainless supports and side shelves included in  
the A Series and Legacy Series.

LIFETIME on stainless steel burners included in the Legacy 
Newport, Newport Gourmet, Pacifica, Pacifica Gourmet and  
BIG SUR Gourmet.

10 YEARS on burners, controls and control panel included in the 
A Series.

5 YEARS on rock grates included in the A Series and Legacy Series.

2 YEARS on ignition module included in the Newport, Newport 
Gourmet, Pacifica, Pacifica Gourmet and BIG SUR Gourmet.

1 YEAR on all other components and paint including ignition, rock, 
labels and sub-assemblies.

PGS grills are proudly produced 

by AEI Corporation

2641 Du Bridge Ave., Irvine, CA 92606

Phone: 949-474-3070    FAX: 949-474-0559    

E-Mail: aeicorp@sbcglobal.net    

www.pgscorp.com    www.aeigrillsandheaters.com 
Authorized Dealer

Specifications and Mounting Options
 All models available for natural gas at 4.5” WC or propane (LP) gas at regulated 11.0” W.C.


